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Course Contents 

This course explores the connections between climate change (global warming) and the financial 
system. It will also contain a few lectures covering the requisite basics from financial economics.  
As a consequence, the course can be taken by PhD students who have not yet taken another 
course on financial economics.  

We will use this course in order to develop our own research agenda and/or write joint pieces for 
the ISQD blog. Here are some ideas and questions that should help in getting us started: 

Part I Asset Pricing 

1. Climate change causes risk and our societies must adapt. This is directly relevant for the finan-
cial system because this system connects risk-takers (speculators) with risk-avoiders. How can we 
use financial markets in order to deal with risks associated with climate change? 

2. Economic adaptation to climate change will also involve (precautionary) saving. This is another 
function of the financial system.  

3. Given that the financial system performs key functions in economic adaptation to climate 
change, we can expect that prices in financial markets contain information about climate change. 
Are the prices „right“? Can/should we use price information in order to design policies for mitigating 
climate change? What does the financial market tell us about the social cost of greenhouse gas 
emissions? 

Part II Impacts and Imperfections - and Data 

1. How can we measure the economic impacts of climate change? We can observe economic im-
pacts of weather shocks. These shocks are caused by risks which change over time. What are the 
consequences, and how can we estimate/predict these consequences? 

2. The weather is, by definition, a temporary phenomenon. As such, the weather is likely to cause 
temporary shocks. These shocks can cause risks of financial and/or economic distress of non-fi-
nancial firms, where financial distress means a risk of insolvency which is purely caused by a tem-
porary lack of cash („liquidity“) while economic distress means that a certain type of economic ac-
tivity becomes unsustainable. Sustainable finance requires distinguishing between economic and 
financial distress, and making sure that imperfections of the financial system do not cause insol-
vencies due to pure liquidity shocks. Is the financial system living up to this ideal? How can we 
measure financial constraints that hinder economic adaptation to climate change?  

3. How are households affected by climate-related risks? Households could be affected by in-
come shocks (to their income from proprietary businesses or employment relationships), and also 
by shocks to their assets (e.g., real estate). The latter shocks could be physical shocks (e.g., de-
struction of real estate), but also shocks to asset prices and cash flows generated by households’ 
assets. 

Part III Corporate Finance, and Financial Intermediation 

1. Mitigating climate change requires economic policy-making. This can happen at the level of the 
government, but also at lower levels. For example, investors or firms can have green investment 
policies. How can socially responsible investors achieve (maximum) impact?  

2. How do imperfections of the financial system affect government policies to mitigate climate 
change? Can these imperfections cause perverse effects of policies designed to fight climate 
change? For example, could it be that investors end up allocating too little capital to investments 
that would reduce the emissions of (potentially stranded) dirty assets? How can we make sure that 
investors have incentives to fight global warming? 
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3. What does the evidence say about the effects of financial structure and corporate gover-
nance on firms’ greenhouse gas emissions? For example, are publicly listed firms „cleaner“ than 
other firms? 

How to approach all these topics and questions? We could simply read the climate finance litera-
ture. This would allow us to understand the research agenda of other researchers. How can we get 
a research agenda of our own? We will have to look outside the climate finance literature and aim 
for insights that seem relevant for thinking about climate change! That's why this course is called 
„Foundations of Climate Finance“ — the reading list includes a number of papers that survey rel-
evant literatures, but without an explicit connection to climate change. 

Micro or macro? The course has a focus on microeconom(etr)ics, but there is a lot of macro in it. 
For example, we will cover papers on consumption-based asset pricing. Moreover, we will seek 
to understand how macroeconomic shocks come about. Have a look at Carvalho, V. B., 2014, 
From Micro to Macro via Production Networks, Journal of Economic Perspectives. 

Climate analytics? This course will also be a foundation for work in data science addressing 
climate change. We will learn about relevant kinds of data and methods for analyzing the data. If 
you take this course, be prepared to spend a lot of time learning about data. 

And Theory? The course will start and end with theory about financial economics and climate 
change.  

Course format 

Every participant of the course has to lead the discussion of one paper which appears below with a 
number in square brackets (e.g. [1]). These papers must be read by everyone prior to class.  
 
In addition every participant must write one report. The report could be about one of the papers 
with a number preceded by an „R“ (e.g. R1). Such a report should be a 3-5 page document that 
does three things: 1. Summarize the paper in such a way that a person who has not read it can 
understand its contribution and key methods, 2. Discuss any major weaknesses of the paper and 
how they can be fixed, 3. Describe three extensions that could be come interesting research pro-
jects. If you write about a theory paper, think about testable hypotheses (and tests!). 

The author of a report on a paper will also present the paper in class. Each presentation will run for 
30 minutes, including 10 minutes for questions/discussion. -this is typical for presentations at con-
ferences. You need to come up with a well-organized, visually clear presentation which 1. Motiva-
tes the research question, 2. Describes the methods in detail, with intuition, 3. Shows the main re-
sults, 4. Says how the methods and/or results are related to other papers we cover in class, and 5. 
Concludes with what distinguishes the paper from earlier work and we can learn from it.  

Some students will survey a set of papers, rather than writing a report on one paper. This will invol-
ve a bit of literature search. The result should be 3-5 pages discussing 1. The motivation of the lite-
rature, 2. The specific contributions of the various papers, 3. The data and methods used, 4. The 
main results, 5. Research gaps and potential contradictions between the papers’ findings, and 6. 
Three specific ideas for addressing research gaps using existing or unexplored data.  

The author of a survey will also present the survey in class. Each presentation will run for 30 min-
utes, including 10 minutes for questions/discussion. You need to come up with a well-organized, 
visually clear presentation which 1. Motivates the literature, 2. Contrasts the various papers in 
terms of their research questions, data, and methods, 3. Describes the state of knowledge and un-
resolved puzzles/contradictions, and 4. Describes research gaps, and 5. Concludes by describing 
a follow-up project. 

Where, when? 

Thursday 10:15-11:45, with a coffee meeting before and after class. We will meet in the common 
room on the 4th floor of HU's building in Dorotheenstrasse 1. The class itself will be in room 405. 

https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/jep.28.4.23
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Reading list: 

[0] Before the first meeting of the course (on April 21), please all read the following papers:  
Merton, R.C., 1995, A Functional Perspective of Financial Intermediation, Financial Analysts Jour-
nal. Hsiang, S., and R. E. Kopp, 2018, An Economist's Guide to Climate Change Science, Journal 
of Economic Perspectives. 
Stavins, R., 2019, The Future of US Carbon-Pricing Policy, NBER. 

Part I: Climate Change and Asset Pricing 
1. Some Asset Pricing 

The first four papers are „inspiration“ for a lecture I will give at the start of the course. The last two 
papers are core papers which will be discussed in class. 

Cochrane, J. H., 1999, Portfolio Advice for a Multifactor World, Economic Perspectives. 
Cochrane, J. H., 2022, Portfolios for Long-Term Investors, Review of Finance. 
Randl, O., A. Westerkamp, and J. Zechner, 2019, Equilibrium Policy Portfolios when some Assets 
are Non-Tradable, Working Paper. 
Mendel, B., and A. Shleifer, 2021, Chasing Noise, Journal of Financial Economics. 

[1] Giglio, S., B. Kelly, and J. Stroebel, 2021, Climate Finance, Annual Reviews of Financial Eco-
nomics. 

[2] Pastor, L., R. F. Stambaugh, and L. A. Taylor, 2021, Sustainable Investing in Equilibrium, Jour-
nal of Financial Economics. 

R1 Bolton, P., and M. Kacperczyk, 2022, Net-Zero Carbon Portfolio Alignment, Financial Analysts 
Journal. 

2. Long-Run Discounting and the Asset Class of Real Estate 

The first of the papers listed below argues that the asset class of real estate is exposed to climate 
risk, so that housing markets contain information relevant for valuing investments in climate 
change abatement. (Unfortunately, hedging against real estate risk is almost as difficult as hedging 
against climate-related risks.) Real estate is also the focus of a literature on physical risks of cli-
mate change. We will not cover this literature (but it is surveyed in [1]). We instead conclude this 
section with a paper about the effects of a climate-related risk to real estate on portfolio choice. Are 
people managing the risk by holding suitable portfolios? 

[3] Giglio, S., M. Maggiori, K. Rao, J. Stroebel, and A. Weber, 2021, Climate Change and Long-
Run Discount Rates: Evidence from Real Estate, The Review of Financial Studies. 

Could insurance against climate change be based on real estate? If you are interested in this 
question, you may want to read the following paper. This paper will be discussed during an after-
class coffee meeting: 

Fabozzi, F. J., R. J. Shiller, and R. S. Tunaru, 2020, A 30-Year Perspective on Property Derivatives: 
What can be Done to Tame Property Price Risk?, Journal of Economic Perspectives. 

Part II: Impacts and Imperfections - and Data, May 19 - June ? 

We start by laying some foundations regarding data and basic methods for measuring effects of 
physical risks related to climate change. The focus will be on natural disasters, but we will also 
consider the broader literature on physical risks. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3665532
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/jep.32.4.3
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25912
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e6033a4ea02d801f37e15bb/t/5edeb38c12cd4f282840d446/1591653260788/ep3Q99_4.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/rof/article/26/1/1/6484661?guestAccessKey=373ccdfc-2eb2-447b-b70a-5adca6a395b1&login=true
https://deliverypdf.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=310013021027066030088091025002123123059041038044021064118028087030123006002099022104053039042027114097000125120071087111100072019061023049001006073108093114010125054050041087076120025108091003125019004122011115079074003124101012106030110119088118074&EXT=pdf&INDEX=TRUE
https://deliverypdf.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=310013021027066030088091025002123123059041038044021064118028087030123006002099022104053039042027114097000125120071087111100072019061023049001006073108093114010125054050041087076120025108091003125019004122011115079074003124101012106030110119088118074&EXT=pdf&INDEX=TRUE
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271671/1-s2.0-S0304405X12X00035/1-s2.0-S0304405X11000511/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=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&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20220317T090929Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTYQF7NBCMZ/20220317/us-east-1/s3/aws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=7a55399dfdec9262da5f6b5926b945f2c09e88f920e3410e95cf0443f50031d0&hash=513efb2145f9a924592223a445dbb1ea909a6276f844602ce9d1ed64f6a54b37&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S0304405X11000511&tid=spdf-9b0bd495-4f49-4bee-831d-ee295d675bf7&sid=644db33793c66344219a0d21315c94d0e56agxrqb&type=client&ua=4c07035657525e045700&rr=6ed4970b2b344528
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-financial-102620-103311?casa_token=RqlcQY9BYgkAAAAA:cF_zPgJQNbbePGXbpaWB-5m7KqKILV5y3cnC0_i8ciUele3H6QZfNLJ42FLK8C9Qxf4fxDOZog0
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3498354
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3922686
https://academic.oup.com/rfs/article/34/8/3527/6187965
https://academic.oup.com/rfs/article/34/8/3527/6187965
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/jep.34.4.121
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/jep.34.4.121
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3. Using weather data to measure effects of climate change 

S1 A survey of survey papers about weather data, climate forecasts, etc. Auffhammer, M., S. M. 
Hsiang, W. Schlenker, and A. Sobel, 2013, Using Weather Data and Climate Model Output in Eco-
nomic Analyses of Climate Change, Review of Environmental Economics and Policy. Brönnimann, 
S., et al., 2018, Historical Weather Data for Climate Risk Assessment, Annals of the New York 
Academy of Sciences 

S2 A survey of survey papers about methods for using wheather data in order to analyze various 
economic effects of climate change: Dell, M., B. F. Jones, and B. A. Olken, 2014, What do we learn 
from the Weather? The New Climate-Economy Literature, Journal of Economic Literature. 
Auffhammer, M., 2018, Quantifying Economic Damages from Climate Change, Journal of Econom-
ic Perspectives. Kolstad, C. and F. Moore, 2020, Estimating the Economic Impacts of Climate 
Change using Weather Observations, Review of Environmental Economics and Policy. 

4. How climate change affects firms — and their production networks 

We start this section by taking an engineering-perspective. How can firms obtain insurance against 
weather risk? Here is a paper we could read in order to discover lots of things we would like to 
know about: 

R2 Chen, Z., Y. Lu, J. Zhang, and W. Zhu, 2022, Managing Weather Risk with a Neural-Network 
based Index Insurance, Working Paper.  

The above-stated paper motivates further studies with respect to AI used in finance, and with re-
spect to the design of insurance. We will, however, start by building our understanding for the eco-
nomic effects of weather risk. The next papers are about the effects of the weather on the cross-
section of firms.  

S3 Addoum, J. M., D. T. Ng, and A. Ortiz-Bobea, 2021, Temperature Shocks and Industry Earnings 
News, Working Paper. Addoum, J. M., D. T. Ng, and A. Ortiz-Bobea, 2020, Temperature Shocks 
and Establishment Sales, The Review of Financial Studies. Pankratz, N. M. C., R. Bauer, and J. 
Derwall, 2021, Climate Change, Firm Performance, and Investor Surprises, Working Paper. 

The following paper will not be discussed in class, but it should be read as an introductory survey 
to the literature on natural disasters: Boutzenm W. J. W., O. Deschenes, and M. Sanders, 2019, 
The Economic Impacts of Natural Disasters: A Review of Models and Empirical Studies, Review of 
Environmental Economics and Policy. 

With respect to natural disasters, there is a growing literature on shock propagation through pro-
duction networks. Natural disasters tend to disrupt supply chains. To start thinking about the effects 
(and their macroeconomic implications!), we start with papers on production networks: 

[4] Grassi, B., and J. Sauvagnat, 2019, Production Networks and Economic Policy, Oxford Review 
of Economic Policy.  

What else do we need to know about production networks? Here are two other surveys, - what are 
they adding to the material in S3? 

S4 Carvalho, V. B., 2014, From Micro to Macro via Production Networks, Journal of Economic Per-
spectives. Carvalho, V. M., and A. Tahbaz-Salehi, 2019, Production-Networks: A Primer, Annual 
Reviews of Economics.  

A landmark paper on the propagation of a natural disaster through production networks is Carvalho 
et al., 2021, Supply Chain Disruptions: Evidence from the Great East Japan Earthquake, The 
Quarterly Journal of Economics. There does not seem to be a paper looking at effects of weather 
shocks. We will look at papers which analyze production networks from a finance perspective. Be-
fore we do this, we read a survey on customer-supplier relationships: 

https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w19087/w19087.pdf
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w19087/w19087.pdf
https://nyaspubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/nyas.13966
https://economics.mit.edu/files/9138
https://economics.mit.edu/files/9138
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/jep.32.4.33
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25537
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25537
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3539811
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3539811
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3480695
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3480695
https://academic.oup.com/rfs/article/33/3/1331/5735303?login=true
https://academic.oup.com/rfs/article/33/3/1331/5735303?login=true
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3443146
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/epdf/10.1093/reep/rez004
https://academic.oup.com/oxrep/article/35/4/638/5651356?login=true
https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/jep.28.4.23
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev-economics-080218-030212
https://academic.oup.com/qje/article/136/2/1255/6030033
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[5] Chen, L, and S. Dasgupta, 2021, The Economics and Finance of Customer-Supplier Relation-
ships, Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Economics and Finance. 

R3 Bernile, G., S. Delikouras, G. M. Korniotis, A. Kumar, 2021, Geography of Firms and Propaga-
tion of Local Economic Conditions, Working Paper. 

R4 Pankratz, N. M. C., and C. Schiller, 2021, Climate Change and Adaptation in Global Supply-
Chain Networks, Working Paper. 

R5 Herskovic, B., 2018, Networks in Production: Asset Pricing Implications, The Journal of Finan-
ce. 
 
5. Climate change and households 

The next papers talk about labor and households. We start with an empirical paper, which also 
talks about migration: 

[6] Jin, Z., F. W. Li, Y. Lin, and Z. Zhang, 2021, Do Firms Adapt to Rising Temperatures: Evidence 
from Establishment-Level Data, Working Paper.  

[7] A paper I saw when I had to review papers for the meetings of the European Finance Assoca-
tion: Too hot to work: Labor Exposure to Climate Risk and Adaptation in Production. 

R6 Albert, C. P. Bustos, and J. Ponticelli, 2021, The Effects of Climate Change on Labor and Capi-
tal Reallocation, Working Paper. 

Now, we go to the household-level. We start with an empirical paper on the impacts of weather 
shocks on household consumption, - it turns out that this depends on households’ access to credit: 

R7 Dobridge, C. L., 2018, High-Cost Credit and Consumption Smoothing, Journal of Money, Credit 
and Banking. 

The above-stated paper motivates us to think more deeply about households. We will therefore 
read the following survey: 

[8] Gomes, F., M. Haliassos, and T. Ramadorai, 2021, Household Finance, Journal of Economic 
Literature.  

The next paper provides a rich framework for thinking about household insolvencies. This frame-
work is used in the paper following [9] which shows that the US mortgage markets is based on 
substantial government subsidies reducing the market price of mortgage credit risk due to hurri-
canes.  

[9] Campbell, J. Y., and J. F. Cocco, 2015, A Model of Mortgage Defaults, The Journal of Finance. 

R8 Gete, P., and A. Tsouderou, 2021, Climate Risk and Mortgage Markets: Evidence from Hurri-
canes Harvey and Irma, Working Paper. 

Part III: Climate Change, Corporate Finance, and Financial Intermediation, June/July 

6. Empirical analyses 

We start this last part of the course with another good survey of climate finance: 

[10] Furukawa, K., H. Ichiue, and N. Shiraki, 2020, How Does Climate Change interact with the Fi-
nancial System: A Survey, Working Paper. 
 
Many empirical studies analyse firm-level emissions. What sample selection issues arise if we 
analzye data about publicly listed firms (rather than private firms), parent companies (rather than 
subsidiaries), mulit-nationals (rather than firms operating in a single country), etc 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3832460
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3832460
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Papers.cfm?abstract_id=2064141
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Papers.cfm?abstract_id=2064141
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3475416
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3475416
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/jofi.12684
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3573260
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3573260
https://www.nber.org/papers/w28995
https://www.nber.org/papers/w28995
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/jmcb.12465
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/jel.20201461
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jofi.12252
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3961832
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3961832
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/wps_rev/wps_2020/data/wp20e08.pdf
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/wps_rev/wps_2020/data/wp20e08.pdf
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S5 Shive, S., and M. Forster, 2020, Corporate Governance and Pollution Externalities of Public 
and Private Firms, The Review of Financial Studies. Akey, P., and I. Appel, 2020, The Limits of Li-
mited Liability: Evidence from Industrial Pollution, The Journal of Finance. Itzhak, B.-D., S. Klei-
meiner, and M. Viehs, 2020, Exporting Pollution: Where do Multinational Firms Emit CO2, Working 
Paper. 

We end this section with a literature on effects of climate policy in a setting with financial imperfec-
tions. A number of papers study this based on the California cap-and-trade program. This literature 
is the subject of S6: 

S6 Bartram, S. M., K. Hou, and S. Kim, 2022, Real Effects of Climate Policy: Financial Constraints 
and Spillovers, Journal of Financial Economics. Ivanov, I. T., M. S. Kruttli, and S. W. Watugala, 
2021, Banking on Carbon: Corporate Lending and Cap-and-Trade Policy, Working Paper. 

Most of the above-stated references are empirical papers. At this point, the empirical literature on 
climate finance is much larger than the theoretical literature. The latter literature is what we turn to 
next.  

7. Theoretical analyses 

The first three references are contributions which proved to be very useful for theorizing on corpo-
rate finance and financial intermediation. The other papers mostly build on one of these theoretical 
foundations. These will be discussed in class, while the foundational papers will be the subject of a 
lecture.  

Homström, B., and J. Tirole, 1997, Financial Intermediation, Loanable Funds, and the Real Sector, 
The Quarterly Journal of Economics. 
Homström, B., and J. Tirole, 1998, Private and Public Supply of Liquidity, The Quarterly Journal of 
Economics. 
Tirole, 2010, Boosting the Ability to Borrow: Diversification and its Limits, in The Theory of Corpora-
te Finance, Princeton University Press. 

[12] Roth Tran, B., 2019, Divest, Disregard, or Double Down? Philantropic Endowment Invest-
ments in Objectionable Firms, AER: Insights. 

R9 Öhmke, M., and M. Opp, 2020, A Theory of Socially Optimal Investment, Working Paper. 

R10 Inderst, R., and F. Heider, 2022, A Corporate Finance Perspective on Environmental Policy, 
Working Paper. 
 
R11 Öhmke, M., and M. Opp, 2022, Green Capital Requirements, Working Paper. 

What’s not included in the course? The literature on climate finance is already too big to be 
covered in a single course. I suggest that all course participants think about their interests 
and use scholar google to find interesting  papers. 1

 What makes an interesting paper? There is no single answer. Does the paper combine some 1

theory and evidence? Does it use a cool identificiation strategy? Do we learn something about 
effects of financial „friction“ on the effects of government policies? Is the paper based on some 
cool financial engineering?
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